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Global company based in Mexico City
gets total revamp with MuxLab.

A Global Logistics Company with branches in various countries, has gotten 
a complete overhaul in their Mexico City o�ces in its many rooms thanks 
to a successful install by the systems integrator Creatio Entornos in 
partnership with Duoson. The revamp consisted of 27 spaces among them 
12 meeting rooms, a co�ee bar, a reception space, a showroom, a 
laboratory, 3 VIP o�ces, 4 huddle rooms, one training room and 3 large 
conference rooms (including 2 videowalls).

One of the challenges faced on this project was the supply chain shortages 
su�ered by that time, but thanks to Muxlab and Duoson logistics and 
support Creatio was able to provide in timely mannered all the video 
distribution equipment required in this project. 

The end user, was looking for the best connectivity and collaboration 
technology with top audio-visual quality, chose to use MuxLab’s AV over 
IP technology thanks to its user-friendliness, top quality, stock availability 
and fair price points, everything within the standard required by the US 
head quarters of the company. Rooms received top of the line connectivity 
for smooth switching and routing of multiple AV signals. The MuxLab 
HDMI 4K over IP PoE Transmitter and Receiver (22 units from model 
500759 TX - 32 units from model TX and 500759 - RX) were used for the 
deployment and o�ered a seamless install process. Paired with the 

MuxLab Pro Digital Network Controller (model 500812) for system control 
and upgrades, the new install functions flawlessly and gives the end user 
full control of their AV system. 

The set up interacts using a QSC control system which allows the control of 
AV and lighting in an easy to use, intuitive way. This Logistics Company is 
very satisfied with the solution and the technology used daily o�ers the 
quality and ease of use they were looking for. 

With this project, Creatio was awarded with the best project for the CALA 
Awards by AVI Latinamerica magazine.

             We chose the technology and brands within the project because they 
turned out to be the best ones that best complemented what the client 
was looking for, as well as great support from Muxlab and Duoson 
thoughout the project design and installation.
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